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HINGES & ADJUSTMENTS



BEFORE AFTER

HINGES

Concealed cup, 6-way adjustable, soft-close 
hinges mounted to cabinet frame. 

110 degree opening. 

• INSET
‒ Concealed cup
‒ Exposed finial

o Antique brass, black, rubbed                                  
bronze or stainless finishes.

o Opens 180 degrees.

PINNACLE & DYNASTY SERIES FULL ACCESS SERIES
Concealed cup, 6-way adjustable, soft-close 
hinges mounted to cabinet side.

110 degree opening.



BEFORE AFTER

HINGE RESTRICTOR CLIPS

Hinge restrictor clips are available for 110 degree cup hinges to restrict doors from opening 

past 87 degrees so that doors don’t interfere with adjacent hoods, walls or deeper cabinetry 

installations.

Check out the quick Blum Restrictor Clip Installation Video created by an Omega dealer.



BLUM OVERLAY HINGE ADJUSTMENTS
Designer, Full & Classic Overlays

Hinges are 6-way adjustable: left/right, up/down, in/out. Maximum adjustment each way 1/8”



BLUM OVERLAY HINGE – UP / DOWN ADJUSTMENT

Remove hinge cap

Use screw #1 for up/down adjustment. Slightly loosen screws on all hinges. The door can now   
be raised or lowered. Tighten screws lightly & close the door to check alignment. When the 
desired alignment is achieved, tighten all screws securely.
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BLUM OVERLAY HINGE – LEFT / RIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Use screw #2. This screw is on 

a CAM system, meaning that 

when you turn the screw, the 

door moves with it. 

For a right hinged door, 

turning the screw clockwise 

moves the door left.

(As shown here)

For a left hinged door, turning 

the screw clockwise will move 

the door to the right.  
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BLUM OVERLAY HINGE – IN / OUT ADJUSTMENT
Use screw #3 to move the 
door toward or away from the 
cabinet. This screw is also a 
CAM screw. 

Adjustment is the same for 
left or right hinged doors. 
Turning the screw clockwise 
will move the door away from 
the frame, counter clockwise 
will move it toward the 
cabinet frame.
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BLUM FULL ACCESS & INSET HINGE ADJUSTMENTS

Hinges are 6-way adjustable: left/right, up/down, in/out. Maximum adjustment each way 1/8”



BLUM FULL ACCESS & INSET HINGE ADJUSTMENTS

As you can see, the shape of the 
hinge is slightly different between 
inset & full access.

They also take a different hinge plate 
that attaches the hinge to the 
cabinet, but the adjustments are 
essentially the same. Let’s take a 
look at the details.

INSET FULL ACCESS



BLUM FULL ACCESS & INSET HINGE ADJUSTMENTS

INSET FULL ACCESS

The biggest difference in 

adjustment is the placement 

of the screw for up / down 

adjustment. Both use a CAM 

system.

Inset is located near the top 

of the mounting plate.

Full Access is located near 

the bottom of the mounting 

plate.

Left to Right

Left to Right

Up / Down

In / Out

In / Out

Up / Down



FULL ACCESS & INSET  LEFT / RIGHT ADJUSTMENT

For a right hinged door, turn the screw 
clockwise to move it to the right.

This will be opposite for a left hinged door.



FULL ACCESS & INSET UP / DOWN ADJUSTMENT

For a right hinged door, if it needs to  
move up, turn the screw clockwise, 
counterclockwise to move it down.

This will be opposite for a left hinged door.



FULL ACCESS & INSET  IN / OUT ADJUSTMENT

Turning the screw clockwise will move 
the door closer to the frame / case.

The adjustment is the same for right & 
left hinged doors.



INSET & GLASS DOOR MAGNET ADJUSTMENT
If inset or glass doors have a slight bow, or they 
appear warped, first try adjusting the magnets. 
Magnets are factory installed on all glass doors    
& inset cabinetry.

The magnet can be screwed / adjusted, in or    
out approximately 1/8”.

As doors acclimate to the environment they     
are in, adjustments may need to be repeated.

These magnets may also be used for an 
additional adjustment point on solid doors if    
desired. (Order Separately)



GLIDE BY DOOR 
ADJUSTMENTS
For wall glide by cabinets, the hardware & 
adjustments screws are located at the top 
of the cabinet.

For base applications, the hardware is 
located underneath the cabinet & the 
adjustments follow the same principal.



GLIDE BY DOOR 
ADJUSTMENTS
Before making any adjustments to 
the doors, loosen the screw on the 
brackets for the vertical support 
arms for each door to be adjusted.  
As shown in Figure 1 & 2.



GLIDE BY DOOR 
LEFT/RIGHT ADJUSTMENTFig. 4

For adjustment left/right, use a 

4 mm. allen wrench for the 

screw shown in fig 3 & 4.

Left Door:
Turning the screw counter 

clock- wise moves the door to 

the left, clock-wise to the right. 

Right Door:
Adjustment is just the 

opposite. 



GLIDE BY DOOR UP / DOWN ADJUSTMENT

Each door has 2 adjustment 
screws that raise or lower the 
door. See figure 5.   

Raising or lowering the door 
from these 2 points will allow 
you to level & square the doors 
with each other.     

Turning the adjustment screw 
counter clock-wise will raise the 
door at that point.  See figure 6.  

After you have made these 
adjustments, see the directions 
on the next page.



GLIDE BY DOOR ADJUSTMENTS

After you have made the adjustments to level 
& square the doors, open & close both doors 
to see if there is any rubbing due to the tight 
tolerances.  See figure  7.

It the top of the door is rubbing on the 
sliding door arm, make a small adjustment to 
lower the door that is rubbing.

Small adjustments may need to be made due 
to the flex of the hardware. 



GLIDE BY DOOR ADJUSTMENTS

After you have made all the 
adjustments & doors are 
operating smoothly, tighten 
the screws for the vertical 
support swing arm. Open & 
close doors again to ensure 
proper operation.



Check out YouTube for short Omega Cabinetry adjustmet videos. Below are a few topics relating 
to different hinge applications.



THANK YOU
for taking the time 
to learn about 
Omega Hinge Details


